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A Study on the “realms” in the Curriculum Theory of P.H.Phenix 
― As a Clue to the Concept of “Personal Knowledge” ― 
Toshinao TAKIZAWA* 
 
The idea that education system is the same as factory capacity should be criticized because the 
idea implies a person as a subject and productions from factory as objects are reversal. I always 
emphasize the meaning of human life. The curriculum based on the factory system will entail 
leaners’ feeling of loss and starting point of educating autonomy will be missing. To figure out 
solutions, this paper discusses a philosophy of curriculum by P. H. Phenix. He always studied 
curriculum from the point of view of ‘concept of essential meanings.’ He also focused on ‘personal 
knowledge’ which everyone has. These are his foundation of the philosophy. Based on these two 
dimensions, he claimed the concept of meanings to the curriculum design. His theory influences 
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